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Abstract
Various dataflow formalisms have been used for capturing the potential parallelism in streaming applications to realise distributed (multi-core) implementations as well as for analysing key properties like absence of deadlock, throughput and buffer occupancies. The recently introduced formalism of Scenario-Aware Dataflow (SADF) advances these abilities by appropriately capturing the dynamism in modern streaming applications like MPEG-4 video decoding. This paper reports on the application of Interactive Markov Chains (IMC) to capture SADF and to formally verify functional and performance properties. To this end, we propose a compositional IMC semantics for SADF based on which the Construction and Analysis of Distributed Processes (CADP) tool suite enables model checking various properties. Encountered challenges included dealing with probabilistic choice and potentially unbounded buffers, both of which are not natively supported, as well as a fundamental difference in the underlying time models of SADF and IMC. Application of our approach to an MPEG-4 decoder revealed state space reduction factors up to about 21 but also some limitations in terms of scalability and the performance properties that could be analysed.

I. Introduction
Model-based design of distributed (multi-core) realisations of streaming applications like MPEG-4 and MP3 decoding often use dataflow-based analysis and synthesis techniques [3], [16], [22], [23], [26], [32]. Many such approaches (e.g., [3], [22], [23]) rely on the formalism of (Homogeneous) Synchronous Dataflow ((H)SDF) [21], [29], which is also known as (Weighted) Marked Graphs in Petri Net theory. A wide range of design-time analysis techniques have been developed for SDF, covering both functional properties such as absence of deadlock [12] and the key performance properties of throughput [38], [13], latency [14] and buffer occupancy [31]. However, SDF only allows for expressing a fixed behavioural pattern. Using SDF therefore requires abstracting from any dynamism in applications such as decoding different types of video frames in MPEG-4, which imply large variations in resource usage. Neglecting such resource usage variations during design-time analysis may lead to substantially over-dimensioning [32]. Other model-based design approaches (e.g., [16], [26]) use Kahn Process Networks [20] to capture dynamism. However, relevant properties, such as the minimal storage space needed to avoid deadlock, throughput and latency, cannot be determined at design-time [25], [10]. The formalism of Scenario-Aware Dataflow (SADF) [35] has recently been introduced as an alternative that does allow modelling dynamic behavior, while various design-time analysis techniques are available and efficient implementations can be created [33].

Current state-of-the-art techniques for SADF have been implemented in the SDF tool suite [30], [34]. It supports efficient techniques for worst-case performance analysis of a relevant subset of SADF based on a max-plus algebraic semantics [11] as well as specialised exact model-checking based techniques for any SADF model to evaluate predefined performance properties like throughput, expected response time and maximum buffer occupancy [37], [34]. The latter type of analysis does however not use existing (quantitative) model checking tools, thereby lacking flexible support for evaluating user-defined properties (i.e., properties other than certain predefined ones). This paper reports on an investigation to apply the Construction and Analysis of Distributed Processes (CADP) tool suite [9] for quantitative analysis and qualitative model checking of SADF. This enables the usage of powerful (compositional) state-space reduction techniques as well as checking a large range of functional properties expressed in the temporal logic XTL. To enable using CADP, we introduce a compositional semantics for SADF based on Interactive Markov Chains (IMC) [17], [18], thereby formalising previously noticed similarities between two actor types of SADF as well as revealing a fundamental difficulty in capturing the time model of SADF. We propose solutions to handle probabilistic choice and potentially unbounded buffers in CADP. Application of CADP’s model checking capabilities to an MPEG-4 decoder [35] shows that considering dynamism easily yields a state-space explosion, while also substantial state-space reductions can be achieved. Although the variety of analysable properties is enlarged, determining throughput and buffer occupancy suffers from...
the inability to evaluate reward-based properties in CADP.

This paper is organised as follows. After giving a brief introduction to SADF and IMC, Section IV informally presents our IMC semantics for SADF. Section V discusses the use of CADP, focussing on model checking the MPEG-4 decoder example. Section VI lists the lessons learned.

II. Scenario-Aware Dataflow

Fig. 1 depicts the SADF model of an MPEG-4 decoder for the Simple Profile taken from [35]. The nodes, called actors here, represent individual tasks performed in MPEG-4 decoding like Variable Length Decoding (VLD) and Reconstruction (RC) of the final video picture. The edges are called channels and denote (potential) dependencies between the actors. Such dependencies arise from communicating tokens, which are abstract representations of e.g. frames or macro blocks. The number of tokens that actors consume or produce from/to a channel each time they fire (execute) is indicated by the rate labels at the head and tail respectively. Fig. 1 shows that such rates may be parameterised as opposed to SDF, where all rates are fixed. SADF separates the data processing behaviour from control behaviour causing (course-grain) dynamism by distinguishing two types of actors and channels. Kernels (solid nodes) model the data processing part, while detectors (dashed nodes) reflect control behaviour. The Frame Detector (FD), for instance, captures that part of the MPEG-4 decoder responsible for determining which type of frame is to be processed by the other actors. The different frame types imply different operation modes or scenarios. The FD notifies other actors about the frame type by communicating scenario-valued tokens over control channels (dashed edges). Tokens communicated over data channels (solid edges) are unvalued. Any channel represents a FIFO buffer which may include initial tokens at the start of executing the application. Such cases are indicated in Fig. 1 as a black dot on the edge labeled with the number of initial tokens.

The MPEG-4 decoder model supports I-frames and P-frames. When an I-frame is detected, a total of 99 macro blocks must always be processed. This scenario is called $I_{99}$. A P-frame requires processing between 0 and 99 macro blocks. The workload varies considerably depending on the number of macro blocks that are processed. This is because the VLD and IDCT actors are performed for every individual macro block, while the FD, MC and RC actors fire once per frame. We model this by defining a number of different scenarios $P_x$ based on the number of macro blocks that must be processed. Hence, the model contains different scenarios in which (up to) 0, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, or 99 macro blocks are processed for a single P-frame. Next to expressing course-grain workload variations via scenarios, SADF can capture fine-grain variations in the workload within scenarios by associating a discrete execution time distribution to each scenario of any actor.

As indicated, the FD is responsible for determining the scenario in which the other actors operate. SADF abstracts away from the actual data-dependent control conditions on which the scenario is determined in real-life by associating Markov chains to detectors. In Fig. 1, FD contains a fully connected 9-state Markov chain (one state per scenario), where the transition probabilities are chosen such that the probability of visiting each of the 9 states matches with the occurrence probability of the represented scenario.

Designing distributed streaming systems is usually subject to satisfying/optimising various functional and performance properties. A prominent performance criterion is often throughput, which for the MPEG-4 decoder is the number of frames that are completely processed per second (i.e., the number of firing completions of actor RC per time unit). Throughput for SDF is known to be maximised in case of so-called self-timed execution [29], which refers to a class of scheduling policies where actors fire as soon as they are enabled (i.e., when sufficient tokens have become available on their inputs). Self-timed execution has been adopted for the SADF analysis techniques implemented in SDF [11], [37]. A prerequisite for achieving a positive throughput is absence of deadlock, which requires sufficient storage space to be available for the buffers incorporated in channels (amongst others). Analysis of buffer occupancies to identify some (minimal) storage space distribution over the buffers (various such distributions can exist [31]) is therefore another important design aspect. Finally, various latencies or variations in such latencies must often be minimised. Example latency metrics for the MPEG-4 decoder are the minimum, expected and maximum time until processing the first frame (first firing of actor RC) is completed.

III. Interactive Markov Chains

Contemporary model checkers like CADP allow user-defined (quantitative and qualitative) properties to be evaluated. Such properties include the aforementioned performance criteria for dataflow models as well as functional correctness checks such as absence of deadlocks and livelocks. We enabled the use of CADP by capturing the behaviour of SADF using Interactive Markov
Chains (IMC) [17]. IMCs extend traditional continuous-time Markov chains with the ability to interact using interactive actions. Hence, an IMC is a state-based model with action and Markovian transitions. The Markovian transitions model advancing time according to a negative exponential distribution whereas actions can be used to synchronise with other IMCs in a handshake manner like in CSP [19]. By parallel composition of IMCs, a complete system can be described in a compositional way [17], [18]. IMCs have shown their practical relevance in applications of various domains, ranging from dynamic fault trees [4], standardised engineering languages such asAADL (Architectural Analysis and Design Language) [5] and Statemate [1] to Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) hardware designs [7]. We exploit IMCs to define the semantics of SADF in a component-based manner, i.e., each individual actor yields one (or more) IMC(s) which are subsequently put in parallel.

Capturing the behaviour of an SADF model such as the MPEG-4 example in Fig. 1 with IMC is not trivial due to a fundamental difference in their underlying time models. The original semantics of SADF is defined in terms of so-called Timed Probabilistic Systems [36]. They contain action, probabilistic and deterministic time transitions. The time transitions denote that time must have advanced with the specified exact amount of time units before the next transitions become enabled. A specific combination of transitions allows expressing any discrete execution time distribution associated to the scenario of an actor, see Fig. 2. The left-hand side shows that after performing some (internal) action \( \tau \) (think of drawing a sample from a discrete distribution), time advances exactly \( t_i \), time units with probability \( p_i \), for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \). Notice that such a distribution has clear (lower and upper) bounds. Opposed to the approach of SADF, the stochastic time model of IMC on the right-hand side of Fig. 2 uses a single Markovian transition to indicate a specific exponential distribution where time advances on average with \( 1/ \lambda \) time units. In such case, there exist no exact bounds, thereby rendering analysis of properties depending on such bounds infeasible. On the other hand, the stochastic nature of the time delays in IMCs enable to determine measures like maximal expected time objectives and time-bounded reachability.

To apply CADP to SADF and overcome the difference in time models, we choose to use a single exponential distribution per scenario of an actor such that the mean execution time \( 1/ \lambda \) equals the mean of the original discrete distribution \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \cdot t_i \). This conforms to the principle that exponential distributions are the optimal statistical approximation (in terms of maximizing the entropy) if only the mean execution times are known. We are aware that this approach may not always imply the same quantitative results compared to using the SADF analysis techniques of SDF but it does allow investigating the scalability of CADP for systems with scenario-based dynamism.

### IV. IMC Semantics of SADF

Under the assumption discussed in the previous section, we propose an IMC semantics for SADF. A useful observation is that actors (kernels and detectors) of an SADF model behave quite similar (See [36] for a detailed explanation). They first determine the scenario to operate in. Subsequently, they wait for a number of tokens to become available on their data inputs. Then, time advances according to some execution time distribution and their firing ends with consuming and producing tokens. Kernels and detectors mainly differ in the way they determine the scenario in the first step. Given the similarity, we propose a common model for kernels and detectors consisting of multiple interacting IMCs for each SADF actor together with its input (data and control) channels. The latter simplifies testing on the availability of sufficient tokens while also avoiding larger state spaces when channels are modelled as separate components. In case of the MPEG-4 example in Fig. 1, we therefore get five of such IMC-based component models.

Fig. 3 visualises the constituents of the IMC component model template for an SADF actor with \( n \) data and \( m \) control inputs. Since SADF abstracts from the content of data tokens, a data channel (DC) can be modelled as a counter that is initialised with the number of initial tokens. The counter can be incremented by the producer as well as inspected and decremented by the consumer. Rates exceeding one are realised with a number of consume/produce actions equal to the corresponding rate. Control channels (CC) are more complex in the sense that the scenario values of control tokens must be stored. We choose to store the token sequence of a control channel as a string of which the first character can be inspected and removed by the consumer, while characters can be concatenated (one-by-one) at the tail by the producer. This allows us to not predefine the size of control buffers. Hence, both data and control channel models in IMC are potentially unbounded.

---

1 Only detectors produce scenario-valued tokens onto control channels.
(conform the definition in SADF). This provides ample means to identify alternative buffer space distributions as analysis results.

To represent the actual SADF actor, the component model template in Fig. 3 contains two more IMCs. The Functional Module (FM) captures the main behaviour of an actor. Its first actions express waiting until a token is available on each control input, which requires interacting with the CCs. Upon availability of such control tokens, FM activates the Scenario Module (SM) to delegate establishing the scenario to operate in. The next step of FM after obtaining the scenario from SM is to wait until sufficient tokens are available on the data inputs by interacting with the appropriate DCs. Subsequently, FM includes a Markovian transition (at most one for each scenario) to model waiting according to the appropriate exponentially distributed execution time. The final step of FM is to interact with the DCs and CCs of the considered actor to update their status in correspondence with consuming tokens, while it further interacts with DC and CC IMCs of the destination actors to realise the production of tokens.

The SM in Fig. 3 is responsible for establishing the scenario. In SADF, kernels and detectors do this in slightly different ways. Both operate in a default scenario if there are no control inputs, otherwise the scenario is (partly) determined by interpreting the tokens received on control inputs. For kernels, that is all there is, but for detectors, the scenario is further detailed by making a transition in a Markov chain. In general, a Markov chain is associated to a detector for each possible scenario-value combination of received control tokens [36]. In case a detector has no control inputs, as for the MPEG-4 example in Fig. 1, a single Markov chain details the scenario. However, if a detector has control inputs, a Markov chain is selected based on the scenario-value combination of the control tokens. The state of each Markov chain is retained until the next occurrence of the corresponding scenario-value combination [36]. In our IMC semantics, we use the same modelling approach for kernels and detectors. That is, we associate single state Markov chains (with a single transition) to kernels, one for each scenario in which they can operate. Hence, SM first interprets scenario-valued control tokens (if there are control inputs) and subsequently makes an appropriate probabilistic choice (always with a single option for kernels). Since IMCs do not support probabilistic transitions (but CADP does), we use action transitions with a designated label and replace these labels with concrete probabilities at analysis time, see also Section V.

Parallel composition of the different IMCs constituting the template in Fig. 3 gives an IMC semantics for one SADF actor. Further parallel composition yields an IMC semantics for a complete SADF model. Such parallel composition leads to non-deterministic choices between the transitions that parallel components can perform independently. Many forms of such non-determinism can exist in IMCs [17]. Commonly, the assumption of maximal progress is used to resolve non-determinism between internal (τ) actions and Markovian transitions. Internal actions are those actions that do not participate in the interaction between IMCs. Therefore, such internal actions are often hidden for the environment. The upper part of Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of applying maximal progress after parallel composition. In Section II, we discussed the concept of self-timed execution for dataflow models as a means to partially resolve non-determinism: an actor is fired without delays in case all its enabled actions are performed prior to advancing time, i.e., not only internal actions that can be hidden for other IMCs. Prioritising any action over progress in time is sometimes called action urgency [24], [37]. Its effect is illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 4. The next section discusses constructing the IMC-based state space of the MPEG-4 example with CADP.

V. Formal Verification with CADP

The CADP tool suite provides ample means for the three phases of traditional model checking approaches: state-space generation, state-space reduction and (qualitative and quantitative) analysis. The main benefit of CADP is its ability to exploit compositionality. State spaces can be obtained and be reduced in a component-based manner. All this relies on expressing behaviour in an extended version of LOTOS [2]. CADP supports action transitions, probabilistic transitions and Markovian transitions (but not the time transitions as defined in SADF). Given the natural match with two types of these transitions, IMCs are easily expressible without additional semantic modifications [6].

a) State-Space Generation.: The main steps of mapping SADF models onto the analysis capabilities of CADP are provided in Fig. 5. First, the IMC models of each individual SADF actor are glued together by means of parallel composition. The action transitions allow a flexible way of combining IMCs such that channels are for instance shared between a sending and receiving SADF actor. As now the actions to compose the individual IMCs are not of any relevance, they are abstracted away (hiding). This entails that all action transitions are labeled with the internal action τ. Applying the maximal progress principle of IMCs yields the removal of all Markovian transitions emanating from states that also have outgoing transitions.


\[ \text{Component IMC Models} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parallel Composition</th>
<th>Monolithic IMC of Complete System</th>
<th>Monolithic IMC of Complete System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Table I. State space reductions} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( I_{09} ), ( P_0 ), ( P_{30} ), ( P_{50} ), ( P_{70} ), ( P_{90} )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>)</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>121430</td>
<td>148M</td>
<td>4.34s</td>
<td>29664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11843682</td>
<td>19.2G</td>
<td>21.37s</td>
<td>748813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>? &gt;192G</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Scenarios I}_{09}, P_0, P_{30}, P_{50}, P_{70}, P_{90} \]

\[ \text{PD} \]

\[ \text{Memory} \]

\[ \text{Time} \]

\[ \text{Factor} \]

\[ \text{Time} \]

\[ \text{PD} \]

\[ \text{Memory} \]

\[ \text{Time} \]

\[ \text{Factor} \]

\[ \text{Time} \]

\[ \text{TABLE I. State space reductions} \]

\[ \text{model. PD denotes the pipelining degree of the MPEG-4 example which coincides with the number of initial tokens on the channel between RC and FD. The parameter PD varies the state space: the more initial tokens are available, the more pipelining (i.e., concurrency) is possible. The first three columns provide the size of the state space \(|S|\) of the original, i.e., non-reduced model, the storage requirements for this model, and its generation time. The last three columns provide the size of the minimised state space \(|S'|\), the reduction factor and the generation plus minimisation time. The experiments were ran on a 2.6 GHz machine with 192GB main memory. The entries ? in Table I indicate that more memory is needed to cover these models.} \]

\[ \text{c) Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis.} \]

Several functional properties of the MPEG-4 model were analysed using the built-in model checker of CADP. This includes simple reachability properties ("does RC eventually fire?") as well as properties such as "between two consecutive MC firings, RC must fire at least once" and leads to properties ("after LDL fires, eventually IDCT fires"). To analyse the CTMC obtained from the state space generation and reduction process, CADP supports standard transient analysis ("what is the probability to be in a certain state at time \( t \)?") as well as steady-state analysis ("what is the state probability on the long term?"). Such analysis can be readily applied to the minimised models. A more intricate performance measure that has been considered is the response time distribution of the RC component. That is to say, "what is the probability that RC finishes its first firing within a certain time?". We accomplished this by modelling an observer to the IMC of the SADF component which synchronises on the first firing completion of the RC component. The time to reach the final state of the observer now yields the requested measure. The results are depicted in Fig. 7. This form of analysis is not supported by SDF\(^3\), which only allows computing some statistics of the response time distribution being the minimum, maximum and expected response time. This shows the added value of using a model checking tool like CADP.

\[ \text{VI. Lessons Learned} \]

Applying CADP for model checking SADF revealed several new insights compared to the SDF\(^3\) approach. The
latter uses shared data structures for the channels, which are not an integrated part of the processes as opposed to the IMC actor model template in Fig. 3. Moreover, instead of using explicit interactive actions, SDF\(^3\) currently solely uses guards on the shared data structures modelling the channels (i.e., interactions are implicit). The compositional approach shown in this paper is however perfectly transferable to an alternative implementation in SDF\(^3\). The same holds for exploiting the similarity between kernels such properties could boost applicability of CADP. Due to separate functionality in SDF\(^3\) thereby potentially improving efficiency.

Contemporary model checkers like CADP provide more flexibility over dedicated ones like SDF\(^3\), especially in terms of the range of analysable properties. On the other hand, SDF\(^3\) mostly supports reward-based properties that could not be evaluated with CADP. Support for evaluating such properties could boost applicability of CADP. Due to the different time models of CADP and SDF\(^3\), their effectiveness (in terms of quantitative analysis results) and efficiency (in terms of state space sizes) seem however fairly incomparable. Future work includes identifying what properties are invariant to the difference in time models.
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